The Time's Edge Zodiac
Scientician. Powerful, energetic, bold;
Scienticians seldom lead quiet lives. Often
referred to as forces of nature, they seem
to lack compassion because their great
power shields them from the troubles that
afflict others. However, they are quick to
charge into situations that need correcting.
They are usually either great heroes or
great villains. YEARS: 1924, 1936, 1948,
1960, 1972, 1984, 1996, 2008.

Illusionist. Imaginative, creative,
outgoing, charming; Illusionists are great
entertainers but can be elusive and
distant with friends and lovers. They are
either actors or a chameleons,
entertainers or a con artists. Their motto
is variety is the spice of life. YEARS:
1927 ,1939, 1951, 1963, 1975, 1987,
1999, 2011.

Keeper. Practical, stable, observant,
powerful; Keepers are very honest but
can be rigid in their desire for stability
and security. They are usually a balance
of judgment and mercy and have strong
ties to home and family. They don’t like
things to happen unless they have
happened before. YEARS: 1930, 1942,
1954, 1966, 1978, 1990, 2002, 2014.

SAF Commander. Bold, confident,
disciplined, decisive; hard workers but
tend to be workaholics. SAF
Commanders are good athletes and when
finally pried free of their jobs, can exhibit
a great capacity for partying. They are
someone you want at your back in a fight.
No matter what is asked of them, they
always get the job done. YEARS: 1933,
1945, 1957, 1969, 1981, 1993, 2005,
2017.

Seer. Intuitive, secretive, quiet and
observant; Seers are cautious in dealing
with others but one-step ahead of
everyone else. Their apparent shyness
can be deceptive. Seers have few close
friends, but if they do attach themselves
to you, you know they like you for who
you are. YEARS: 1925, 1937, 1949,
1961, 1973, 1985, 1997, 2009.

Crystalist. Creative, strong, energetic,
active; Crystalists have great powers of
concentration but can be single-minded
when focused on their goals. They see the
possibilities in life and are often builders
or inventors. They can infuse energy into
a situation and are very fun on a date or at
a party. YEARS: 1928, 1940, 1952,
1964, 1976, 1988, 2000, 2012.

Aura Reader. Introspective, observant,
good judges of human nature; can be shy
to the point of being reclusive. Aura
Readers are very artistic. They know too
much about others to make a lot of
friends, but if they do befriend you, you
can rest assured they know all about you
and like you anyway. YEARS: 1931,
1943, 1955, 1967, 1979, 1991, 2003,
2015

Guardian. Protective, serious, strong,
honest; can be cynical, but this does not
interfere with their very strong sense of
right & wrong. Guardians are good at
keeping secrets, which can make them
seem distant and unemotional. Always
there when someone needs them,
Guardians can be very stubborn about
protecting their own. YEARS: 1934,
1946, 1958, 1970, 1982, 1994, 2006,
2018.

Healer. Compassionate, caring, helpful,
unselfish; Healers can be too sensitive
but are in-tune with the needs of others.
They form strong attachments to others.
Healers are good in a crisis, for they do
not easily panic. A combination of
tenderness and strength. YEARS: 1926,
1938, 1950, 1962, 1974, 1986, 1998,
2010.

Time Master. Patient, calm,
introspective, stoic; Time Masters take
the long view of life yet are very aware
of the moment. Can be philosophical but
also tend toward melancholia, as would
anyone who has seen the birth & death of
the galaxy. Their motto is out of chaos
comes order. YEARS: 1929, 1941, 1953,
1965, 1977, 1989, 2001, 2013.

Sarzonian. Jovial, charismatic, lively,
fun-loving; make a great friends but can
never be serious. Sarzonians love to
travel, and come and go with little notice.
They can be at home in any place in the
galaxy. Big laughs, big appetites, big
smiles. Very talkative, they can discourse
on a variety of subjects with ease.
YEARS: 1932, 1944, 1956, 1968, 1980,
1992, 2004, 2016.

Tavon Knight. Loyal, trustworthy,
devoted; works well in a group but can be
afraid of making decisions. Active and
athletic, Knights love competition. They
enjoy the thrill of battle, whether it is
with hired assassins or just the latest
competition in the neighborhood Tavon
match. Knights will follow a trusted
leader anywhere. YEARS: 1935, 1947,
1959, 1971, 1983, 1995, 2007, 2019.

